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Abstract. The effect of density and velocity gradients on the Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (KHI) of two
superimposed ﬁnite-thickness ﬂuid layers are analytically investigated. The linear normalized frequency and
normalized growth rate are presented. Then, their behavior as a function of the density ratio of the light
ﬂuid to the heavy one (r ) was analyzed and compared to the case of two semi-inﬁnite ﬂuid layers. The
results showed that the values of normalized frequency of KHI for two ﬁnite-thickness ﬂuid layers are less
than their counterparts for two semi-inﬁnite ﬂuid layers. The behavior of normalized growth rate as a function of the velocity and density gradients capitulates to the effect of velocity gradient at the large values
of (r ).
Keywords. Kelvin–Helmholtz—ﬁnite-thickness—density—velocity gradients.

1. Introduction
The Kelvin–Helmholtz instability (KHI) (Helmholtz
1868; Kelvin 1871) arises when the two ﬂuids are
initially in motion, and there is a variation across
the interface of the velocity component parallel to
the interface. A velocity shear leads to the creation
of vortices which entrain the two ﬂuids in a characteristic rotational motion. Alexakis et al. (2002)
examined the linear stability of ﬂuid interfaces subjected to a shear ﬂow. A generalization for an arbitrary Atwood number together with surface tension
and weak compressibility was studied. They provided
the estimates of the growth rates of unstable surface
waves. Chong et al. (2008) concentrated on a generalization of the classical KHI for a moving interface
with taking into account the family of a continuous
density proﬁle and a continuous parallel velocity proﬁle. They proposed a new growth rate expression.
The KHI can also arise along the interface between
the ascending bubbles and descending spikes of latestage Rayleigh–Taylor instability (RTI), where the shear

due to the differential motion of these structures can
be signiﬁcant. Raj and Guha (2017) investigated the
effect of shear on the RTI. They found that, the uniform shear suppresses RTI for longer waves at higher
values of Atwood number (large density stratiﬁcation).
KHI is important in understanding a variety
astrophysical phenomena involving sheared plasma
ﬂow (e.g., the stability of the solar wind-magnetosphere
interface, interaction between adjacent streams of different velocities in the solar wind). Also, the KHI is
ubiquitous high-energy density physics (HEDP), such
as the high-Mach-number shocks and jets, radioactive blast waves and radioactively driven molecular
clouds, gamma-ray bursts and accreting black holes
(Remington et al. 2006; Harding & Hansen 2009; Harding et al. 2010). On the other hand, the KHI under
high-energy-density (HED) has been extensively investigated experimentally (Drake 2005; Hurricane et al.
2009).
The instability of the interface separating two semiinﬁnite ﬂuid layers has also been achieved by several
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authors. For example, the detailed description of different parameters was given by Chandrasekhar (1961).
The instability of the interface separating two ﬁnitethickness ﬂuid layers in the case of ﬂuids ﬁlling a cavity
which performs horizontal harmonic oscillations was
considered by Khenner et al. (1999). The dielectric ﬂuids with interfacial transfer of mass and heat for two
layers of ﬁnite thickness have been studied by Mohamed
et al. (1994).
Both the density and velocity gradients play an
important role in the KHI. This role has also been studied for two semi-inﬁnite ﬂuid layers by Wang et al.
(2009, 2010); Ye et al. (2011) and numerically has
been presented by Gan et al. (2011). The results show
that the density gradient enhances the linear growth
rate of KHI, the velocity gradient reduces the linear
growth rate of KHI, but cannot completely stabilize
it. While, in most cases, the overall combined effects
of density and velocity gradients tend to stabilize the
KHI.
The combined effect of density and velocity gradients on KHI in the previous works have been studied
of two semi-inﬁnite ﬂuid layers, but for two ﬁnitethickness ﬂuid layers are still not well understood,
which maybe play major roles in the performance
of the astrophysical jets and jet-like long spikes in
the high-energy density physics (HEDP), also in the
solar atmosphere (Zaqarashvili et al. 2015; Zhelyazkov
2015; Kuridze et al. 2016) and in the solar wind
(Zaqarashvili et al. 2014). So, our aim in this letter is
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to discuss the combined effect of density and velocity gradients on the KHI of two ﬁnite-thickness ﬂuid
layers.

2. Fundamental equations
Our starting point will be with the general eigenvalue
equation (Eq. 5) given by Wang et al. (2010), which we
can be rewritten as
d
dy
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ρ

(0)



+ρ (0) ik u y
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where σ = γ − iω(σ denotes the rate at which the
system departs from equilibrium), γ and ω are linear
growth rate and the frequency of perturbations, respectively.
For two superimposed ﬁnite-thickness ﬂuid layers
(see Fig. 1), we will integrating Eq. (1) over − h <
y < +h.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of two ﬁnite-thickness ﬂuid layers with continuous density and velocity proﬁles.
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Also, we let the proﬁles of density and velocity are exponential functions in y−direction, respectively, as
⎧
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Here ρ = ρh − ρl , U = Uh − Ul , L d and L v are
the density and velocity gradients scale lengths, respectively. Uh (Ul ) is velocity away from the interface in
x−direction of the upper (lower) ﬂuid and ρh (ρl ) is
the density away from the interface of the upper (lower)
ﬂuid. Also the eigenfunction are given as (see Mikaelian
1990, 1996):
⎧
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Here A T = ρρhh −ρ
+ρl = 1+r is Atwood number and
ρl
r = ρh (0 < r < 1) is the density ratio of the light
ﬂuid to the heavy one and ζ1 , ζ2 , ζ3 , ζ4 , ζ5 , ζ6 are given,
respectively by.
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Then, substituting in the product integration of Equation
(1), the dispersion relation of KHI for two superimposed
ﬁnite-thickness ﬂuid layers maybe written as follows

σ 2 + ik [(1 − A T )Ul + (1 + A T )Uh )] σ
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At kh → ∞, one can see that ζ1 = 1, ζ2 = 1 +
1
1
2
1
1
k L ρ , ζ3 = 1 + k L v , ζ4 = 1 + k L v , ζ5 = 1 + k L ρ + k L v
and ζ6 = k L ρ + 1, in this case the dispersion relation
(5) reduces to the same equation obtained earlier by
Wang et al. (2009, 2010) in the limiting case of twodimensional disturbances. While at k L v = k L d = 0,
one can see that ζ2 = ζ3 = ζ4 = ζ5 = 0 and ζ6 = 1.
2
l
Therefore Eq. (5) becomes σkg = (ρh +ρρlh)−ρ
coth(kh) , which
agrees with Eq. (10) in Mikaelian (1990) in the absence
of the surface tension and at t1 = t2 = h.
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To discuss the roles played by the density and velocity
gradients on the linear growth rate γ and the frequency
ω, the dispersion relation (5) has been solved about the
eigenvalue σ = γ − iω. In this case, both ω and γ ,
respectively, are
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k 1+r
2
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In our analysis, both of the density and velocity gradients are not equal 1 (i. e. k L ρ  = 1, k L u  = 1)).

3. Results and discussions
The combined role of velocity and density gradients on
the behavior of normalized frequency at kh → ∞(two
semi-inﬁnite layers) has been studied by Wang et al.
(2009, 2010). They showed that both the velocity and
density gradients have a stabilizing effect on the behavior of frequency of KHI. This role has been once again
presented in Fig. (2) from Eq. (12) at kh → ∞, but
at the constant values of r = ρl /ρh (r = 0.1, 0.9 and
Ul = −1, Uh = 1, where the normalized frequency
2ω
h +Ul
at k L v = k L d = 0 is kU
= UU
+ 1−r
1+r and at
 2ω 
Uh = 1, Ul = −1, we get kU r =0.1 = 0.8181,
 2ω 
kU r =0.9 = 0.053).
In Fig. 2, one can see that the values of normalized
d ,L v )
as a function of both the velocity
frequency 2ω(L
kU
and density gradients at r = 0.1, 0.9 are less than their
d =L v =0)
=
counterparts in the absence of them (i.e. 2ω(LkU
0.8181, 0.053, respectively). This implies that, the presence of both velocity and density gradients tends to
stability role on the behaviour of normalized frequency.
This role increases as the velocity and density gradient
increase.
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Figure 2. The role of density and velocity gradients in
2ω K H I /kΔU with kh → ∞ (a) at r = 0.1, (b) at r = 0.9.

The combined role of velocity and density
gradients on the behavior of normalized frequency of
two ﬁnite-thickness ﬂuid (Eq.12) layers has been presented in Fig. 3, where the normalized frequency is
plotted among the normalized thicknesses of the density transition layer and the thickness of velocity shear
layer at kh = 10, r = 0.1, 0.9, respectively. One can
see that, the values of 2ω K H I /kΔU in Fig. 3(a) at
kh = 10 are less than their counterparts in Fig. 2(a)
at kh → ∞. This indicates that, the values of normalized frequency of KHI for two ﬁnite-thickness ﬂuid
layers are less than their counterparts in the case of two
semi-inﬁnite ﬂuid layers. The same phenomenon hold
in Fig. 3(b) at r = 0.9, where the values of normalized frequency in Fig. 3(b) at kh = 10 are less than
their counterparts in Fig. 2(b) at kh → ∞. Now, if we
compare between the values of normalized frequency in
Fig. 3(a) at r = 0.1 and in Fig. 3(b) at r = 0.9. It can be
seen that the values of normalized frequency in Fig. 3(b)
are less than their counterparts in Fig. 3(a). This implies
that the values of normalized frequency decrease as the
density ratio of the light ﬂuid to the heavy one increases
for a system consisting of two ﬁnite-thickness ﬂuid
layers.
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The effect of velocity gradient only (i. e. k L d =
0) in (2γ /kΔU )2 has been presented in ﬁgures (4)
and (5). In Fig. (4) the square normalized growth
rate is plotted against the density ratio (r = ρρhl )
at kh → ∞(the case of two semi-inﬁnite ﬂuid
layers) for different values of the velocity gradient
k L v = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8. It is shown that, the values
of (2γ /kΔU )2 in the presence of velocity gradient
are less than their counterparts in case of classical
KHI (k L v = 0). Also the values of square normalized growth rate (2γ /kΔU )2 decreases as k L v
increases. While the values of square normalized
growth rate (2γ /kΔU )2 increase as the values of r
increase.

Figure 3. The role of density and velocity gradients in
2ω K H I /kΔU with kh = 10 (a) at r = 0.1, (b) at r = 0.9.

Now, to see the effects of various parameters included
in the analysis on the linear normalized growth rate of
KHI of the system under consideration, we draw the
square of normalized growth rate (2γ /kΔU )2 in Eq.
(13) at g = 0, versus the normalized thicknesses of the
density transition layer (k L d ) and the normalized thickness of velocity shear layer (k L v ), each one separately
or together, for various values of the thickness of the
two layers (i.e. kh → ∞, kh = 10) at r = 0.1, 0.9,
where the classical square normalized growth rate of

2
2γ 2
)classical = 1 − 1−r
at g = 0,
KHI given as ( kU
1+r
2γ 2
)classical (r = 0.1) = 0.33
and at r = 0.1, 0.9 is ( kU
2γ 2
and ( kU )classical (r = 0.9) = 0.99.

Figure 4. The role of velocity gradient (k L v ) at
0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 and k L d = 0, kh → ∞.

In Fig. 5(a) and (b), we show the square normalized
growth rate against the velocity gradient and the density
ratio (r = ρρhl ) at kh → ∞ and kh = 10 (the case of two
ﬁnite-thickness ﬂuid layers). As shown in Fig. 5(b), the
values of (2γ /kΔU )2 are less than their counterparts
in Fig. 5(a). This implies that the values of normalized
growth rate of KHI under the effect of the velocity gradient only and for two ﬁnite-thickness ﬂuid layers are
less than their counterparts for two semi-inﬁnite ﬂuid
layers.
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Figure 6. The role of density gradient
0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8 and k L v = 0, kh → ∞.

(k L d )

at

ﬁnite-thickness ﬂuid layers do not show any noticeable change from their counterpart of two semi-inﬁnite
ﬂuid layers, where the values of (2γ /kΔU )2 are almost
equal.

Figure 5. The relation among (2γ /kΔU )2 ,k L v and density ratio (r = ρl /ρh ) with k L d = 0, (a) at kh → ∞, (b) at
kh = 10.

The role of density gradient only (i. e. k L v = 0) on the
normalized growth rate has presented in ﬁgures 6 and 7.
In Fig. 6 the square normalized growth rate is plotted
against the density ratio (r = ρl /ρh ) at kh → ∞(the
case of two semi-inﬁnite ﬂuid layers) for different values of the density gradient k L d = 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8. It is
shown that, the values of (2γ /kΔU )2 in the presence
of density gradient are greater than their counterparts
in case of classical KHI (k L d = 0). These values
increase as k L d increases for small values of the density ratio (r ). While this differ gradually declines with
the increase in density ratio r , and at the great values
of r the square normalized growth rate has the same
values for all different values of the density gradient
(k L d ).
In Fig. 7(a) and (b), we show the square normalized growth rate against the density gradient and the
density ratio (r = ρl /ρh ) at kh → ∞ and kh =
10, respectively. It can be seen that, the values of
square normalized growth rate in the case of two

Figure 7. The relation among (2γ /kΔU )2 , k L d and density ratio (r = ρl /ρh ) with k L v = 0, (a) at kh → ∞, (b) at
kh = 10.
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The combined effect of both velocity and density gradients in (2γ /kΔU )2 is identical as shown in Eq. (13)
is presented in ﬁgures 8 and 9 at kh = 10, kh → ∞
and r = 0.1, 0.9.
In Fig. 8(a) at r = 0.1 and kh = 10, it can see that the
values of (2γ /kΔU )2 are less than their counterparts
2γ 2
)classical (r = 0.1) =
in the case of classical KHI ( kU
0.33) at the large values of velocity gradient and the
small values of density gradient and vice versa. This
implies that, the behavior of normalized growth rate in
the case of two ﬁnite ﬂuid layers at the small values
of density ratio (r ) capitulates to the effect of velocity
gradient (stabilizing effect) in the case of large velocity
and small density gradients values. While it capitulates
to the effect of density gradient (destabilizing effect) in
the case of small velocity and larger density gradients
values.
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0.9) = 0.99). This implies that, the behavior of normalized growth rate for the case of two semi-inﬁnite
ﬂuid layers capitulates to the effect of velocity gradient
(stabilizing effect) in the case of large density ratio (r )
values. These values decrease as the velocity gradient
increases, while it does not show any noticeable change
with the increase in the density gradient values.
In Fig. 9(a) and (b), the square of normalized growth
rate is plotted against both the velocity and density gradients at kh → ∞ and r = 0.1, 0.9, respectively. it
shown that the values of square of normalized growth
rate in Fig. 9 (at kh → ∞) are greater than their
counterparts in Fig. 8 (at kh = 10). Which implies
that, under the effect of density and velocity gradients
the KHI model of two ﬁnite ﬂuid layers is more stability than the KHI model of two semi-inﬁnite ﬂuid
layer.

Figure 9. The role of density and velocity gradients in
(2γ /kΔU )2 with kh → ∞, (a) at r = 0.1, (b) at r = 0.9.
Figure 8. The role of density and velocity gradients in
(2γ /kΔU )2 with kh = 10, (a) at r = 0.1), (b) at r = 0.9.

In Fig. 8(b) and at r = 0.9, kh = 10, one can see
that, the values of (2γ /kΔU )2 are less than their coun2γ 2
terparts in the case of classical KHI( kU
)classical (r =

Again, the combined effect of both velocity and
density gradients but in γ is presented in ﬁgures 10
and 11 at kh = 5, 10, kh → ∞ and r = 0.1, 0.9,
respectively. From these ﬁgures, it can see that the values of γ increase as the values kh increase. Also, one
can see that in Fig. 10 and at r = 0.1 the values of
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γ are less than their counterparts in the case of classical KHI (γclassical (r = 0.1) = 0.5744) just at the
large values of velocity gradient and the small values
of density gradient. While in Fig. 11 and at r = 0.9,
one can see that, the values of γ are less than their
counterparts in the case of classical KHI (γclassical (r =
0.9) = 0.995) at all values of both velocity and density
gradients.

Figure 11. The role of density and velocity gradients in γ
with r = 0.9, Uh = 1, Ul = −1 (a) at kh = 5, (b) at
kh = 10, (c) at kh → ∞.

Figure 10. The role of density and velocity gradients in γ
with r = 0.1, Uh = 1, Ul = −1 (a) at kh = 5, (b) at
kh = 10, (c) at kh → ∞.

Using the deﬁnition formula τ K H = γ2π
, the
KH
combined effect of both velocity and density gradients
of the KHI instability is presented in ﬁgures 12 and 13 at
kh = 10, kh → ∞ and r = 0.1, 0.9, respectively. From
these ﬁgures, it can see that the values of τ K H decrease
as the values kh increase.
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In Fig. 12 and at r = 0.1 we can see that, the values
of τ K H are less than their counterparts in the case of
classical KHI (τclassical (r = 0.1) = 10.9387) just at
the large values of velocity gradient and the small values
of density gradient. While in Fig. 13 and at r = 0.9, the
values of τ K H are greater than their counterparts in the
case of classical KHI(τclassical (r = 0.9) = 6.315) at
all values of both velocity and density gradients.
In this current communication, the combined effect of
velocity and density gradients on the Kelvin–Helmholtz
instability of two ﬁnite-thickness ﬂuid layers have been
studied. The linear normalized frequency and normalized growth rate are obtained. They numerically solved
as a function of the density ratio for different values of
the thickness of the two layers. The main results are
listed below.

Figure 12. The role of density and velocity gradients in
τ K H with r = 0.1, Uh = 1, Ul = −1, (a) at kh = 10, (b) at
kh → ∞.

• Under the effect of velocity gradient only, the
behaviour of growth rate capitulates to the stabilizing effect of velocity gradient
• Under the effect of density gradient only, the
behaviour of growth rate capitulates to the destabilizing effect of density gradient.
• Under the effect of both velocity and density
gradients together, the behaviour of growth rate
capitulates to the stabilizing effect of velocity
gradient in the case of large density ratio. While
in case of small density ratio, the behavior of
normalized growth rate capitulates to the effect
of velocity gradient (stabilizing effect) just in the
case of large velocity and small density gradients
values, and it capitulates to the effect of density
gradient (destabilizing effect) in the case of small
velocity and larger density gradients values.
• Both the normalized frequency and normalized
growth rate are undeﬁned at k L v = 1or k L d = 1.
Generally, both the values of normalized frequency
and normalized growth rate for our selected model are
less than their counterparts in the case of two semiinﬁnite ﬂuid layers. This model is helpful to understand
the formation mechanism of astrophysical jets and jetlike long spike in high-energy density physics (HEDP).
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